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SUMMARY
This report deals with the identification of non-linear mechanical systems. One subject of
identification is estimation. An optimal estimation method is applied. The estimation problem is
trms!~ttedin 8 set, of ordinary differentid equations with separated boundary conditions, i.e. a
two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP). In general, this TPBVP is non-linear. The
applicability of optimal estimation is closely related to the solvability of the TPBVP.
One numerical method to solve TPBVP's is studied, i.e. multiple shooting. Several
drawbacks of the available multiple shooting code MüSN led to the development of a new
program, called RMUSN. RMüSN incorporates a standard multiple shooting technique
combined with a globally convergent method for solving non-linear sets of equations. A special
feature of RMUSN is the possibility to implement different integration packages. RMUSN is
shown to be more efficient and robust then MUSN. However, the required computational
memory is increased.
Optimal estimation has been applied to an experimental system and the resulting TPBVP
has been solved by RMUSN. Motor command, positions, velocities, accelerations and
unknown parameters of the system are estimated on the basis of a model and measurements.
The results prove the value of the multiple shooting method and the optimal estimation
method. It is possible to improve the model on the basis of obtained residuals.
Optimal estimation is not only applicable to mechanical systems such as manipulators. A
mixture model of a material is examined. The resulting TPBVP is very stiff and highly unstable.
In general, multiple shooting is not suited to solve very stiff and highly unstable boundary value
problems. However, one strategy succeeds in solving the TPBVP with RMUSN within
reasonable time.
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ODE
IVP
TPBVP

ordinary differential equation
initial value problem
two-point boundary value problem
columns (bold characters)
matrices (capital characters, not bold)
zero column, zero matrix
unit matrix
estimator or estimate o f x resp. x (hat above character)
transposition
inversion
arguments of function f between round brackets, separated by commas
column function
matrix function
first order derivative of p with respect to the time variable
first order derivative of g(h) with respect to h
real resp. imaginary part of complex number h, = Re@) + Im(h) j
element of matrix G on row i, column j
column containing diagonal elements of diagonal matrix W9diagw), = W,,
the partial derivative of a k-dimensional cohnn function g(x,t) with respect to a
n-dimensional column x is a matrix function G(x,t) of dimension kxn:

a G,(x, t) = &i (x,t) for i = 1, - - - , I
ax.J

G(x, t) = dg(x,

ax

j = 1, - - - ,n

two used norms of a n-dimensional column xT = [xl

,the Euclidean or 2-norm

IIxllz = d?(xi)’
i=l

I

IIxIIm= max [xi ,the max (or sup) norm
I<i<n

S..

xn] are defined as:
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In science and technology models are used for the description of systems. It is not possible
to refer to the model of a system. A schematic drawing of a system is a model, so is a
m a t h e ~ & d description d t h t system. The constmction, the form and the complexity of a
model will mainiy be determined by those aspects of the reality or studied object which are
relevant, or are believed to be relevant for the intended use of the model. This implies often
that the validity and usefulness of the model is restricted. Increased demands will then urge the
replacement of the model by a more complicated one, that explains more aspects of the system.
This report focuses on the mathematical description of dynamic systems. The aim is to find
a mathematical model, using measurements zm (see Fig. 1.1) that accurately describes the
system. The requested accuracy depends on the intended use of the model. This process will be
referred to as identification. Identification consists of three subjects: modelling, estimating and
evaluating the model. A first model of a mechanical system is usually based on physical
knowledge. This model is a reflection of the system, however, it often contains unknown
parameters. The next step, therefore, is estimating the unknown parameters. The accuracy of
the model is judged to accept or to improve the model. Improvement of the model does not
necessarily mean extension. As stated before, the intended use of a model plays a crucial role in
the evaluation. Unmodelled or modelled dynamics are irrelevant if not excited. Therefore,
improvement of a model can lead either to a simplification or to an extension.

Fig. 1.1: Problem definition.

In literature several identification methods were proposed. Van de Molengraft (1990)
presented a global off-line identification method for non-linear mechanical systems. Estimation
is based on the minimisation of a quadratic functional (optimal estimation). The minimisation
problem can be translated in a set of ordinary differential equations with separated boundary
conditions, a two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP). One of the solutions of this
TPBVP minimises the functional. In literature, several numerical methods are available for
solving TPBVP's. The subject of this report is mainly the study of one particular numerical
method, i.e. multiple shooting. When evaluating multiple shooting it is inevitable to mention
the required computational times, which depend on the computer used. All computations are
performed by a personal computer, i.e. a PC 486 DX with a clock frequency of 50 MHz and 8
Mb of memory installed.
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Introduction

In Chapter 2 a brief mathematical elaboration of optimal estimation will be given. The
resulting TPBVP will be solved numerically by multiple shooting. Although a multiple shooting
code, called MUSN (Mattheij and Staarink, 1992) was available, several considerations led to
the development of the multiple shooting code RMUSN (Rutten, 1993). A discussion and a
thorough mathematical elaboration will be given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 will deal with the
identification of 2n experimental system. Model 2nd measurements are used to estimate the
input, positions, velocities, accelerations and parameters of the system. The results will show
that it is possible to improve the model after an analysis of the residuals. Optimal estimation is
not only applicable to mechanical systems, such as manipulators. The model of a solid/fluid
mixture presented by Op den Camp et al. (1993) contains several unknown parameters, which
have to be estimated. Chapter 5 will show the difficulties met and the results obtained with
simulated measurements. Finally Chapter 6 will show the conclusions and put forward some
suggestions for future work.
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2. OPTIMAL ESTIMATION OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

2.1 Introduction

the identification of mechanical systems for which a model
This r e p ~ ~w
-!:t focus
structure is obtained by applying physical laws. Starting point will be a dynamic model and a
measurement model. These models will be combined to the system model and transformed into
an identification model. Minimisation of the residuals, added to the system model will lead to a
two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP).
This chapter will give a brief mathematical elaboration of the TPBVP. A more detailed
elaboration was presented by Van de Molengrafl (1990).
2.2 The system model

For mechanical manipulators the relation between measurements, model variables and
inputs can generally be described with a model of the following form:
(2.la)

S=V

(2. lb)

+=a

(2.lc)

6=0

M(s,0,t)a + h(s,v,B,t)

(2.1d)
(2.1e)

Z=

where s
V

a
U

0
2

M
h
H
G
g

R
t

+ H(s,v,û,t)u = O

G(s,v,B,t)a + g(s,v,0,t) + R(s,v,B,t)u

n column with degrees of freedom (positions)
n column, first derivative of s (velocities)
n column, first derivative of v (accelerations)
m column with adjustable external loads
p column with unknown, constant parameters
Z column with model variables to be measured
m mass matrix
n column
n m distribution matrix
Zxn matrix
column
Zxm matrix
independent time variable, t E [a, b]

z

Optimal estimation of mechanical systems
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The dynamic model of a system consists of the state equations, Eq. (2.la) and (2.lb), the
parameter equation, Eq. (2.1~)and the equation of motion, Eq. (2.ld). Eq. (2.1e) represents
the measurement model.
2.3 The identification model

The objective of identification is to find values of 8 for which the system model best
describes the measurement data. In general it is not possible to obtain a perfect match between
the actual measurements z, and the quantities z according to the model. This is best explained
with the identification model:
(2.2a)
(2.2b)
(2.2c)
(2.2d)
(2.2e)

s=<,
M(S96,t)â+ h(S,$,G,t)

+ H(S9V,6,t)Û +cl= O

2 = G(S,V96,t)â+g(S,V,6,t) +R(S,V,h,t)Û

cl

cz

where S, V,6, U, iand 2 are estimators of s, v, 8, M, a and z and E,, , E,,, 5, , and are
residuals. It is well known that the system model contains structural errors and the
measurement data noise. To express this, residuals are allowed on the model equations. The
value of the residuals gives an indication of the accuracy of the system model. Eqs. (2.2a) and
(2.2b) represent the physical coupling between positions, velocities and accelerations. The
allowance of residuals on these equations is based on the idea that the coupling is part of the
conflicting information for which the identification procedure has to find a compromise, e.g.
the conflicting information between measured positions and measured velocities. Furthermore,
this decoupling makes it possible to adapt a wrong initial estimate of e.g. the position without
disturbing the estimate of velocity.
The augmented state form of the identification model is a more compact notation, which
will be used for further elaboration. The augmented state estimator X and the augmented input
estimator fi are introduced as:
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Now, Eq. (2.2) can be rewritten to:
(2.4a)

i = A H + Bfi +e

(2.4b)

EZm = f(H, t) + F(X, t)fi + I;

O
where

I

O

A= O 0 0
O 0 0

2.4 Solution to the estimation problem

As stated before, the objective of identification is to find values of 0 for which the system
model best describes the measurement data. This objective can now be reformulated: the aim is
to find estimates for which the residuals are as small as possible. This can be mathematically
formulated as follows:
find H(t) and b(t) I t E [a, b] for which functional:

J[X,fi] =

is minimised under the condition that Eq. (2.4) is satisfied.
W(t) and V(t) are weighting matrices expressing confidence in respectively Eq. (2.4a) and
Eq. (2.4b). q, is a column representing initiai knowledge about x(a) and W, is a weightimg
matrix expressing confidence in q,. The weighting matrices have to be non-negative definite to
guarantee the existence of a minimum. For fiirther elaboration some other demands are made.
W(t) must be positive definite. The physical coupling between positions, velocities and
accelerations may not be lost completely. V(t) may be semi-positive definite as long as the
matrix FTVFis regular.

Optimal estimation of mechanical systems
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A necessary but not sufficient condition for J to be minimal is:

which means that J is stationary. Van de Molengraft (1990) translated this minimisation
problem into the following two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP), assuming that
functions f and F are differentiable at least once:
(2.7a)
(2.7b)

p = (F~vF)-'[~~x + F ~ VEZ,(

- f)]

5 = w-'h
-FP

(2.7~)

c=Ez,-f

(2.7d)

P=kr.+Bp+S

(2.7e)

i= - ATh- C'VC

with boundary conditions:
(2.70

where:

h(a)- R,[X(a)

af

e=-+-p

- q,]

=O

8,

dxdx

For simple notation, the function arguments have been omitted. Eq. (2.7) represents a twopoint boundary value problem with separated boundary conditions. The number of ordinary
differential equations is equal to 2(2n+p). In general this TPBVP is non-linear, due to the nonlinearities in the system model and the combinations of unknown parameters and state variables
The solution yields smoothed estimates H(t) and fi(t). In general functional J Will have several
minima and maxima (absolute and local). In that case, Eq. (2.7) will have more than one
solution. The Jacobian of the above differential equations is a Hamilton matrix. A special
feature of a Hamilton matrix is the appearance of the eigenvalues in pairs, if h = a + bj is an
eigenvalue than h = -a + bj is an eigenvalue, too. Numerical integration of Eqa. (2.7d) and
(2.7e) in the same direction therefore, is unstable.

Optimal estimation of mechanical systems
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Several numerical methods are available to solve this TPBVP. Most of them need an initial
guess of the solution to the TPBVP. Finding the estimates for which the functional has an
absolute minimum depends on this initial guess. Fey (1993) showed the value of multiple
shooting. Multiple shooting succeeded in finding the solution to an analogues problem, where
other methods failed. TXs wzs mrtii!y due to 8 high frequent component on the solution of the
TPBVP. Press et al. (1992) discussed two methods for solving TPBVP's: shooting methods
and relaxation methods. Relaxation methods work only best when the solution is smooth and
not highly oscillatory:
"Such oscillations would require many grid points for accurate representation. The
number and position of required points may not be known a priori. Shooting
methods are usually preferred in such cases, because the variable stepsize
integrations adjust naturally to a solution's peculiarities."
Press et al. explicitly advise to use the shooting method, when not enough experience is
available to make a proper judgement. The choice for multiple shooting seems very logical.
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3. MULTIPLE SHOOTING

3.1 Introduction

Ir, Chapter 2 8 t~v70-pcktboundary vsi!iie problem (TPBW) with separated boundary
conditions was given as a result of optimal estimation. This TPBVP has to be solved
numerically. In the past much attention has been paid to solving ordinary differential equations
(ODE's) with initial conditions, so called initial value problems (IVP's). This led to the idea of
approximating the TPBVP with an IVP, so all knowledge available for solving IVP's can be
used. An initial guess of the solution at t = a, satiseing the boundary condition is used as a
starting point (see Fig. 3.1). Integrating the set of ODE's gives a solution at t = b. In general,
this solution does not meet the boundary conditions. The difference is used to adapt the initial
guess of the solution at t = a. The method described here is called single shooting.

desired
boundary
value

X

required
boundary
a
value

t

b

Fig 3.1: Single shooting (schematic).
Mattheij (1992) showed that single shooting might be an unstable algorithm in the case of
an unstable IVP. The IVP studied in this report is unstable because of the Hamiltonian
structure of the estimation problem. Mattheij (1992) also showed that convergence problems
are likely to occur. Another drawback of single shooting is the possibility of evaluating the
ODE's in regions where they are subject to numerical overflow. The multiple shooting
technique has been developed to reduce the influence of these problems (Mattheij, 1992).
Section 3.2 will describe a multiple shooting technique, which will be referred to as
stândârd multiple shooting. The derivation for non-linear QDE's leads to a set of non-linear
equations. Finding the solution of this set of equations is not straightforward. Section 3.3 will
describe a globally convergent method for solving non-linear sets of equations. The ideas
outlined in the Sections 3 . 2 and 3.3 have been incorporated in the package RMUS (Rutten,
1993). This package contains two programs for solving TPBVP's with separated boundary
conditions: RMUSN for the non-linear case and RMUSL for the linear case. Section 3 . 4 will
motivate the development of RMUSN in relation to the package MUS (Mattheij and Staarink,
1992), which also contains routines for solving non-linear TBBW's.

Multiple shooting
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3.2 Standard multiple shooting

A standard notation for TPBVP's with separated boundary conditions is the following:

x = f (x, t)

(3.la)

altSb

(3.lb)
(3.1~)
where x
x
f

n column
n column with first derivatives of x
n column
ga p column with boundary conditions at t = a
gb (n-p) column with boundary conditions at t = b
t independent time variable, t E [a,b]

To reduce the influence of the problems mentioned in the introduction, interval [a,b] is
divided in (m-i) subintervals [t,,tl+l],i = 1, ... ,m-1 (see Fig. 3.2). The TPBVP is decomposed
into (m-1) IVP's (Eq. 3.2). On every subinterval an approximate solution of the IVP is
computed at t = t,+]starting with an initial guess at shooting point t = t,. Demanding continuity
of the solution at the shooting points gives the matching conditions (Eq. 3.3). Combining the
matching conditions with the boundary conditions (Eq. 3.4) gives a set of non-linear equations
(Eq. 3.5).

a=t,

ti-i

ti

ti+,

Fig. 3.2: Multiple shooting (schematic).
IVP'S :
(3.2a)
(3.2b)

Yi(ti)=si

i = 1, ...,m - 1

t,=b

Multiple shooting
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matching conditions:
(3.3)

Yi

i = 1, ...,m - 1

(‘,+i ) = Si+i

boundary Conditions:

(3.4b)

gb(’m)=O

Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) can be compactly written as:
F(x) = O

(3.5)

The goal now, is to find the solution of this non-linear set of equations. The solution of
Eq. (3.5) is the solution to the TPBVP at the shooting points, assuming an accurate solution of
the IVP at the end of each subinterval. Finding the solution at other time-points is possible:
solve Eq. (3.2) with the initial values based on the solution of Eq. (3.5).
Eq. (3.5) will be solved with a globally convergent method in Section 3.3. This method
requires the Jacobian of F(x):

-I
J(x) =
Jm-1

pxn matrix

Multiple shooting
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J.

=

l-.

7

1+1

“yf~,‘.

’i

x = si

I

m matrix, i = 1, ... ,m-B
nxn identity matrix

Further elaboration of Ji is possible. However, the resulting strategy requires the analytical
Jacobian of the TPBVP (Mattheij, 1992). For non-linear TPBVP’s this strategy is usually not
feasible. It is possible to obtain an approximate solution for Ji with finite differences:
(3.7)

1

E

with superscript k denoting the k* column of the matrix.
3.3 Solving non-linear sets of equations

In this section a globally convergent method for solving non-linear sets of equations is
discussed. This method is presented by Press et al. (1992). Newton’s method for solving nonlinear sets of equations is the starting point. The aim is to find the solution to the non-linear set
of equations:
(3.8)

F(x) = O

In general, it will be impossible to find the exact solution to a set of non-linear equations
numerically. Therefore, a residual is allowed on Eq. (3.10):

The aim is to find a solution to Eq. (3.9) for which a norm of residual C
, meets certain
requirements.
Expanding the function F(x) in Taylor series gives the following result:

with Jacobian JJ = -

Multiple shooting
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In the neighbourhood of 2, terms of order (#’ - x ’ ) ~and higher can be neglected. Demanding
F(xJ+’) = O gives a set of linear equations for the correction 51 (Eq. (3.11)). The column
function F moves closer to the root when sufficiently close to the root.

(3.1 1b)

.j+1

= .j

+

5’

Finding a solution to Eq. (3.9) with Eq. (3.11) is not straightforward if the initial guess is not
sufficiently close to the root. A global method is one that converges to a solution from almost
any starting point. Therefore, a globally convergent strategy is combined with Newton’s
method.
At each iteration the question arises whether to accept or to reject the Newton step 5’. A
reasonable strategy is to require that the step decreases FTF. This is the same requirement
imposed when trying to minimise
(3.12)

f

=$FIF

Every solution to Eq. (3.8) minimises Eq. (3.12) but there may be local minima of Eq. (3.12)
that are not solutions to Eq. (3.8). So simply applying a minimum finding algorithm is not a
good idea.
The Newton step is a descent direction with respect to f(x) (see Fig. 3.3):

(3.13)

y=”

Fig. 3.3: The Newton step is a descent direction for f

20
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The strategy for finding the solution seems quite simple. At each iteration the proposed step
must reduce f Initially f decreases when moving in the Newton direction. The aim is to find a
value h so that f(xj+') has decreased sufficiently:

It is not sufficient to require merely that f(xj+') < f(xJ). This criterion can fail to converge
to a minimum o f f for two reasons; Firstly, one can have a sequence of steps where the step
lengths are too small relative to the initial rate of decrease o f f Secondly, it is possible to
construct a sequence of steps satisfying this criterion with f decreasing too slowly relative to
the step lengths. The first problem can be fixed by avoiding taking steps that are too small (hin Fig. 3.4). A simple way to fix the second problem is to require the average rate of decrease
o f f to be at least some fraction a of the initial rate of decrease Vf Q:
(3.15a)

(3.15b)

f(xJ+l)< f(xJ) + aVf 5'

Vf =

,

oI a<1

% I y = xJ

1
acceptable range for X
A.

Fig. 3.4: An acceptable range for h.
Finding the h which exactly minimises function fin the direction Cj requires many function
evaluations. A better strategy is backtracking combined with line searching. Define:
(3.16)

g(h)= f(xJ +he')

21
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(3.17a)

(3.17b)

I

Vf=-

af(y)
ay y=x'+hC'

Before starting the iteration g(0) and g'(0) are available. Newton's method converges quadratic
when sufficiently close to the solution. Therefore, the search for an acceptable step is started
with the full Newton step (h = 1). If this step is not acceptable, g(1) is available and used with
the already known g(0) and g'(0) to model g(h) as a quadratic equation:
(3.18)

g(h) = ah2 + bh + c

The minimum of this quadratic equation (g'(0) < O) is found when taking the derivative.

h . =-- b
2a

(3.19)

mui

The Newton step failed, so for a = O, g(1) > g(0) and h,, < 0.5 (a quadratic equation is
symmetric to the extreme). On second and subsequent backtracks, g is modelled as a cubic
equation in h, using g(O), g'(O), the previous value g(h, ) and the most recent value g(h,).
(3.20)

g(h) ah3 + bh2 + ch + d

The minimum of this cubic equation is:
(3.21)

hmin. =

-b - Jb2 - 3ac
3a

The method proposed essentially minimises f by taking Newton steps designed to bring
F(x) to zero. Occasionally this method can fail by landing on a local minimum off The remedy
is to try a different initial guess.
Computation of the Jacobian and performing a factorisation of the Jacobian is
computationally expensive for large Jacobians, i.e. large sets of ODE'Sand/or many shooting
points. Therefore, the globally convergent method as discussed is combined with a fixed
Jacobian strategy. The iteration process is proceeded with a fixed Jacobian once a factorisation
of a Jacobian is available and the former accepted step was a full Newton step. The last
demand prevents the method from repeatedly switching between the globally convergent
method and the fixed Jacobian strategy. The Jacobian is kept fixed as long as Eq. (3.22) is

Multiple shooting
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fulfilled. This strategy decreases the convergence rate from quadratic to linear. The choice of
value for p depends upon the decrease in convergence rate and the required computational
time to compute the Jacobian and the factorisation of the Jacobian.
(3.22)
3.4 A new program: RMUSN

The ideas discussed in the previous sections are incorporated in the program RMUSN.
Although a multiple shooting code, called MUSN (Mattheij and Staarink, 1992) was available,
several considerations led to the development of RMüSN. A thorough investigation of the
program MUSN gave rise to several questions and finally the development of RMUSN. The
major reason for a thorough investigation of MUSN were the problems encountered when
trying to solve the TPBVP to be discussed in Chapter 5. Starting the iteration with a bad
approximate solution resulted in numerical overflow.
In the past much attention has been paid to solving initial value problems. The
development of multiple shooting is partly based on the achievements in solving initial value
problems. Many integration packages are available to solve initial value problems and some are
designed for specific problems. Therefore, the user of the multiple shooting package should
have the possibility to implement the best available integration package for his particular
problem. MUSN does not offer this possibility. Another drawback of MUSN is the poor
information given while performing calculations on large sets of QDE's. The time needed to
perform one iteration asks for more information about the actions the package is performing.
The non-linear equation solver implemented in MUSN is based on the minimisation of a norm
of residual 5 (see Eq. 3.11b), denoted by
(see Appendix A). No attention is paid to
residual (see Eq. 3.9). The Newton step is accepted if the new value ',EI[ 112 is less than or
equal to the former value 115' 112. This demand decreases the convergence rate and it seems
possible to construct a sequence of steps leading to a solution fulfilling the proposed demand
without being a solution to Eq. (3.9).

<

11c112

Mattheij and Staarink (1987) presented a marching technique to compute the solution of
the linear system (Es. 3.11a) in an efficient and stable way. However, this technique,
implemented in MUSN is not suited to implement parallel computation of the IVP's. For
simplicity, RMUSN contains a linear solver based on a PLU-decomposition of a band matrix
followed by backsubstitution. Comparison of both methods showed that the performance of
both methods was similar in the observed case. The technique implemented in RMUSN is also
suited for parallel computation.
Fig. 3.5 shows the necessary amount of memory needed by MUSN and RMUSN. The
necessary amount of memory is based on the space needed to store the time vector, solution
vector and the necessary workspace. The amount of memory is linear in the number of
shooting points m. RMUSN requires about two times the memory required by MUSN. This is
mainly due to the memory needed to store the PLU-decomposition of the Jacobian.

Multiple shooting
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required memory W S N in [Mb]
40

I

,,

20

,

20

i

10
,
c __.
....’e

O
O

500

I O00

O

m
m : number of shooting points
n : number of ordinary differential equations

I

500

1 O00

m

Fig. 3.5: Required memory MUSN and RMUSN.
Fig. 3.6 shows a model of a mass-spring-damper system. An actuator is directly connected
to a mass (m). The mass is connected to a fixed frame by a spring (linear, elastic, stiffness k)
and a damper (linear, viscous, damping coefficient b). This model contains 3 unknown
parameters: mass m, stiflkess k and damping coefficient b. The augmented state form
according to Eq. (2.4) is given in Eq. (3.23 ).

Fig. 3.6: Mass-spring-damper system.

(3.23a)

Multiple shooting
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i
h+ks’
f(H) =

(3.23b)

i‘

; F(%)= 1

O

LO

A

S

O
0.

Starting with Ra= O and an initial approximation Ho, ho and diagonal weighting matrices W
and V (denoted with d i a g o and diag(\r)) as given below results for both methods in the
same solution (Fig. 3.7). Almost all residuals are of order 10”. The residuals on the state
equation, however, are of order
due to the choice of weighting factors. The estimates of
m, b and k are respectively 1, 1 and 1.001.

[

H“t) = s,(t)

s,(t

+ 2)-

s,(t - 2)
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r

10 10 10

hO(t)= o
diag(W)=[lO”

10”

1 1 11’

diag(V) = [1 1 11’
measured vs. estimated input

measured vs. estimated translation
2,

1

sm

O

5

O

10

time

5

10

time

Fig. 3.7: Measured versus estimated quantities.
Results:
number of shooting points:
number of performed iterations:
required time [min.]:

Ilrl,

MUSN

RMUSN

101
169
3.6

101
8
0.3

2.9e-11

4.7e- 14

Multiple shooting
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co

Starting with a different initial approximation of the parameters, namely 6-1' = 6' = = 50
results in termination of MUSN after 2.5 minutes with the message: "Necessary damping factor
is too small; you may try more output points or start with a better approximation of the
solution". However, RMUSN has no problems with this initial approximation or even a worse
initiai approximation.
Results:

MUSN

RMüSN

101

101
11
0.5

number of shooting points:
number of performed iterations:
required time [min.]:

-

4.8e-14
This example shows two major improvements of the multiple shooting code RMUSN
compared to MUSN. An improvement of the robustness of the method and a considerably
decrease in required computational time.
Another important aspect when evaluating multiple shooting is the necessary time to
perform one Newton iteration. A computed Jacobian iteration mainly consists of four subjects:
building column F(x), building Jacobian J(x), PLU-decomposition of J(x) and backsubstitution. A fixed Jacobian iteration mainly consists of two subjects: building column F(x)
and backsubstitution. Fig. 3.8 shows the necessary time to compute the several subjects as a
function of the number of ordinary differential equations (n) and the number of shooting points
(m) for a particular problem. The problem originally consists of 5 ordinary differential
equations. Extension of the number of equations is achieved by adding the same set of ordinary
differential equations to the problem. Building the Jacobian requires n extra evaluations of the
ODE's. This factor is obviously present in the measured times. The increase in required
computational times is considerable. It is obvious that the required computational time to build
F(x) and J(x) depends on the required time to evaluate the right-hand side of the set of ODE's.
building F6;)
required time in [sec.]
15

10

5

O
O

500
m

1 O00

O

500

m

1 O00

Multiple shooting
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PLU-decomposition of J(x)
required time in [sec.]

O

500

backsubstitution
required time in [sec.]

1 O00

O

m
...................
-.-.-.-.-

n =5
n =15
n =25
n =35

m : number of shooting points
n : number of ordinary differential equations

Fig. 3.8: Required computational times.

500
m

1 O00
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF A FLEXIBLE ROTATION MANIPULATOR

4.1 Introduction
The mdtitiple shcctifig cede RMüSN will be iisec! to estimite the i?nic?lownparameters of
an experimental system. The experimental system is a manipulator with three degrees of
freedom (Fig. 4.1). The end-effector is a cylindrical body (rotation inertia m, ), which can
rotate around the vertical axis (angle of rotation s, ). It is connected to the actuator rotor by a
torsional spring (linear, elastic, stiffness k) and a damper (linear, viscous, damping coefficient
b). The rotor (rotation inertia %) can rotate around the vertical axis (angle of rotation s, ). For
experimental purposes the flexible connection between actuator stator and frame has been
made rigid in order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. The motor torque is the input
to the system. Encoders measure the rotation angles between the end-effector and the frame
and also between the rotor and the stator. Identification will be started with a simple model
without friction. However, the results will show that the friction is not negligible. Modelling
the friction will be the topic of Section 4.3 and the results with the extended model will be
given in Section 4.4
!

encoder for end-effector

end-effector
torsion spring
mass at rotor
dc-motor
tube
frame
encoder for rotor
torsion spring

Fig. 4.1: The experimental set-up of the flexible R-manipulator.
4.2 Tracking structural errors

The system is modelled as a series of assembled masses, springs and dampers (Fig 4.2).
The augmented state form according to Eq. (2.4) is given in Eq. (4.1). The equations of
motion are divided by c, denoted with the asterix.
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b

Fig. 4.2: Model of the flexible R-manipulator.

H T = [i,

(4. la)

s, s, s2 Iíì;

Iíì; i;*

"1

=[u a, a,]

(4.Ib)

T
,

(4. IC)

;.=[u

(4. Id)

4 = [um

s, s2]
S1,m

S2,J

-

k*(i, -s,)+b*(s* -G2)-

-i*(:,
-&)-6*(s1 -s2)
(4.ie)

f (?>t) =

O

(4.10

F(?,t)=

A

Sl
A

-

s,

-

b

o Iíì; o
-1 o i%;
1

O

O

O

0

0

O

0

0

-

-

Kerssemakers (1993) has estimated the parameter values using the impulse response of the
system (relative to c: m, /c = 4.7 [kgm/Nl, q /c = 0.39 [kgm/N], Mc = 978 [rad-' 1, b/c = 2.7
[sec/rad]. These values will be used as an initial approximation. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
identification depends on the intended use of the model. However, in this testcase the intended
use of the model is not known. Therefore, all modelled quantities are assumed to be relevant.
The motor command used to generate measurements has to met several requirements. To
obtain unique estimates of all parameters it is necessary that the input results in accelerations of
the masses and in position and velocity differences between the masses, i.e. the input has to be
persistently exciting. Kerssemakers (1993) showed that the eigenfkequency of the system is
approximately 8.5 Hz. Therefore, a sinesweep with a time-varying frequency in the
neighbourhood of this eigenfi-equency will be an appropriate motor command. The motor
torque can not be measured directly. The generated motor command is available and treated as
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a measurement to emphasise the fact that the generated motor command will not exactly be the
applied motor command. Fig. 4.3 shows the measurements zmand the quantities z according to
the model with this motor command and the above given parameter values. The used model,
with the setting of the parameters as given above is a bad description of the system for the
performed experixez~t.
motor command [-]
O. 6

1O0

O

0.5

rotation mass 2
s ~and, s ~in [rad]

rotationmass 1
sl,and s in [rad]

1

1

-'i,m

0

0.5

' -0.5-

1

-S2,m

0

time [sec]

time [sec]

0.5

1

time [sec]

Fig. 4.3: Measured versus model based quantities.
The model quantities will be estimated to track structural errors on the equations of
motion. The initial approximation and the weighting factors are given below. All weighting
factors are chosen high, relative to the weighting factors of the equations of motion. The
weighting factors are obtained by trial and error. It showed that a solution of the TPBVP with
(slightly) varied weighting factors is obtained efficient when using the former solution as an
initial approximation.
ga =[O

O O O 4.7 .39 978 2.71T

diag(R,)=[105

lo5 lo5 lo5 O O O 03'

diag(V)=[l 1 lo4 lo9 l o g y
The initial approximation of the solution to the TPBVP is based on column q, and the obtained
measurements:
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he(t) = o

500
x

WA)

X
X

0-

-

X

X

X

X

x

X

-

5

0

0

.

~

W S N is used to solve the TPBVP. The obtained results (within 2.5 mhutes) show that
all residuals are negligible except the residuals on the equation of motion (Fig. 4.9,due to the
choice of weighting factors. The residuals on these equations are large compared to the motor
command and therefore, not negligible. Comparing the residual to the estimated velocity of
mass 2 shows that there is a lack of fiction in the model (Fig. 4.6).
residuals on equations of motion, [-]
1 O0

-100'
O

o.1

I

I

0.2

0.3

I

0.4

0.5

0.6

I

I

0.7

0.8

time [sec]

Fig. 4.5: Residuals on equations of motion.

0.9

1
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estimate velocity mass 2 vs. residual on equation of motion mass 2
I

I

I

I

I

0.4

0.5

I

I

I

I

0.8

0.9

h

O

o. 1

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.7

1

time [sec]

Fig. 4.6: Tracking structural errors.
4.3 Modelling friction
Fig. 4.6 shows a lack of friction in the model. The aim is to find the most simple model
that describes the system accurately. Therefore, the friction will be modelled as Coulomb
friction. However, it is obvious that the maximum friction force varies. Using a more advanced
friction model will not be considered. An often used simple model of Coulomb friction is of the
form (see Fig. 4.7 ):
(4.2)

f(v) = fc sign(v(t)) where sign(v) = 1 ,v > O
sign(v) = O , v = O
sign(v) = -1 ,v < O

Fig. 4.7: Friction.
This model violates reality. The friction force is usually not O when the velocity of the
mass is O. In that case, the friction force depends on the force u on the mass and the friction
coefficient fc . However, the influence of this model error on the present experiments will be
negligible and Eq. (4.2) will be an appropriate model of Coulomb friction.
Numerical problems are to be expected when solving ordinary differential equations
containing terms such as Eq. (4.2). A compromise has to be found between theoretical
modelling and numerical solvability. Merely, demanding a continuous function to model the
friction is not sufficient. The derivative of this function has to be corat~nuous,too. In the
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TPBVP not only the friction plays a role, but also the derivative of the friction. An appropriate
fbnction is obtained when using a function with a sinusoidal acceleration (Fig. 4.8):

i

; if v,<v

fc

........................................................

i
d f(v)
dv

............................

O

Fig 4.8:Modelling friction.
The value of v, represents the compromise between theoretical modelling and numerical
solvability. The value ofv, depends on an estimate of the velocity and an initial approximation
off,. This initial approximation is based on the obtained residual on the equation of motion.
4.4 The extended model

I

CU

’ mz

m1

Fig. 4.9:Extended model of the flexible R-manipulator.
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(4.4a)

L

i*($,
-g)+G’(v, -v,)+g,(f;,Y,)
-i*(-,
-$) - 6*(U, - G 2 ) +g,(f,”,?,)
(4.4b)

f ,.( t) =

O
A

SI

1

A

s,

A

; if vi I - v ~ , ~

-fi*

Eqs. (4.4a), (4.4b) and (4.4~)replace the corresponding Eqs. (4.1a) and (4.le). The rest
remains unchanged.
The initial approximation is based on the same ideas as used in Section 4.2. The weighting
factors, given below result in residuals which are all small, except the residual on the
measurement model (see Fig. 4.10).
q, = [ O

O O O 4.7 .39 978 2.7 O O]’

diag(Ra)=[l 1 1 1 O O O O O O]’

W=I ; V=I
v,,=O.l

; vmz=1.0

The obtained parameter estimates (within 7.5 minutes) with the extended model and the input
used in Section 4.2 are relative to c: m,/c = 5.40 [ k g w , rn, / c = 0.47 [kgm/NJ, k/c = 1000
[rad“], b/c = 2.3 [sec/rad], f,/c = 1.26 [-I and f,/c = 39.9 [-l.
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measured vs. esthfted rotation mass 2
and s, in [rad]

residual s 2,m 0.05

s2 in [rad]
I

O

I

-0.2 1

O

0.5

1

0.05
O

0.5

1

time [sec]

time [sec]

residual parameter equation

kt

21=-- -1
0.465I
0.5

O

I
1

O

0.5

1

time [sec]

time [sec]

A

residual parameter equation

f2

79.795

39.897
-5

;

-101

0

O

0.5

1

time [sec]

Fig. 4.10: Some estimated quantities and their corresponding residuals.
4.5 Model evaluation

Not knowing the intended use, it is not possible to judge the quality of the model in terms
of good or bad. However, it is possible to judge the quality of improvement of the model. Two
tests will be performed to evaluate the improvement. Fig. 4.11 shows the measured quantities
z, and the quantities z according to the model. The used parameter values are based on the
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estimates obtained in Section 4.4. The applied motor command is also used to identie the
system in Section 4.4. Comparing the results with Fig. 4.3 shows that the improvement is
remarkable. A second test is performed to get an idea of the overall accuracy of the model.
The input used, is the result of a control law based on former experiments (Fig. 4.12). A
qua!it2tiw resemb!aric.e between the measurements z, and the quantities z according to the
model is clearly present. So, the identified model is, to some extent, more generally valid, i.e.,
the effective parameter values obtained from one experiment can be used to describe other
experiments, too.

motor command [-I

1O 0

rotation mass 1
s and s in [rad]

0.2

rotation mass 2
s2,, and s in [rad]

0.4

0.2
0.1 -

O

O
O

1O 0

0.5

O

1

-0.2

0.5

0

time [sec]

1

0.5

0

time [sec]

time [sec]

rotation mass 1

rotation mass 2
s2,* and s in [rad]

motor command [-I
0.5

200

0-

-200 O

O

-0.2

-0.5

0.5

time [sec]

1

0

0.5

1

0

time [sec]

Fig. 4.12: Test 2, measured versus model based quantities.
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5. ESTIMATION OF MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF MIXTURES

5.1 Introduction

A -..
I l u r n z r i c â ~ - e x ~ teckzicpe
e ~ ~ ~ t ~fer
~ the chclrsicterisation of the mechanical behaviour
of materials described by a mixture model was presented by Op den Camp et al. (1993).
Starting point is a mixture model. Allowing residuals on the equations results in an
identification model. The objective of identification is to find values of the material parameters
and a solution of the system variables for which the system model best describes the
measurement data, while the residuals are minimised. The ideas used in this approach are based
on the ideas outlined by Van de Molengrafl (1990), which were previously discussed in
Chapter 2. This chapter will show that those ideas are not only valid for mechanical systems
such as manipulators.
The main subject is the simulation of the confined compression experiment as described by
Op den Camp et al. (1993). In this simple test problem two material parameters have to be
identified, i.e. the confined compression modulus H and the permeability K. In the confined
compression experiment a two phase mixture material is placed in a tight fitting ring on a rigid
bottom surface (Fig. 5.1). A load is applied to the material by a filter which has a very high
permeability compared to that of the material. The applied load u,(t), the filter displacement
sm(t)and the pressure at the bottom of the specimen pm(t) are available as measurement data.
In Section 5.2 the mixture model will be presented and the derivation to the identification
model will be discussed. Section 5.3 will deal with the problems encountered when solving the
resulting two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP) with MUSN. Finally Section 5.4 will
discuss a strategy that results in finding the solution with RMUSN.

Fig. 5.1: The confined compression experiment.
5.2 Modelling the confined compression experiment

Op den Camp et al. (1993) presented a general model for the description of mixtures. In
this Chapter a simulation of the confined compression experiment is observed. The model
equations are reduced to the following form:

~
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(5.la)

S=v

(5.lb)

6=0

(5.1~)

R"v+ K( s, 0)p = O

(5.ld)

S(s,e)s - R*Tp- F(s,B) - Hu = O

(5.le)

z = g(s) + Gp + RU

n column with degrees of freedom (node displacements)
n column, first derivative of s
adjustable external load
e p column with unknown, constant parameters
z
Z column with model variables to be measured
R* nxnmatrix
K nxnmatrix
S nxnmatrix
F n column
H n column
g Zcolumn
G Zxn matrix
R Zcolumn

where s

V
U

Eqs. (5. la) and ( 5 . lb) represent respectively the state and parameter equation. Eqs. (5. lc) and
(5.ld) represent respectively the balance of mass and the balance of momentum. Eq. (5.le)
represents the measurement model.
Allowing residuals on the equations and replacing the variables by their estimators results
in the identification model:
(5.2a)

S=U+C,

(5.2b)

ê=5,

(52)
(5.2d)

R*? + K(S, 6)p +

S(S, ê)S -

- F(S,

c, = O

e) - HU + c,

=8
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Z = g(S) + Gfi + RU

(5.2e)

Introducing the augmented state estimators of Eq. (5.3) results in an augmented state form
with the same structure as the augmented state form of Chapter 2 (Eq. 5.4) and, therefore, the
results of Section 2.4 can be used.

A *

x =

(5.3)

7

ê

U

;

ij
(5.4a)

(5.4b)

EZ,

where

A=O ;

= f(%*,t)

+ F(%*,t)c* +

B=[ O I O

]

5=[:1]

;

O 0 0

O

O

; f(%*,t)= ,S(%*)S-F(H*)] ; F(%*,t)=[-H
R
&")

R* K(%*)
O
O

;

e=

5.3 Solving the TPBVP with MUSN
The observed model (see Fig. 5.2) consists of 3 unknown node displacements s, , s3, s, , 3
unknown node pressures pi , p, , p3and the two unknown parameters K and H (see Appendix
B). The initial approximation of the solution to the TPBVP is given below. The approximation
of the node displacements is based on the measured displacement of node 4 (s).,
The
displacement of the nodes is assumed to be linear in the position of the nodes. Fig. 5.3 shows
the measurements z, (simulated) and :he measurements z according to the model with t k s
initial approximation of the parameters.
H(t) = [iz i3 i4
%'(t)=[+S,(t)

$Sm(t)

K

HT

sm(t) 4 41.

;

h'(t)= O
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Fig. 5.2: Modelling the experiment.
applied load

pressure node 1

displacement node 4
sm and s 4 , [-I

[-I
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................................
, -._
0.5
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1
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0.5

0

time [-I

1

0

1

time [-]
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Fig. 5.3:Measured versus model based quantities.
Using N S N to solve the TPBW with the initial approximation and weighting matrices
Ra= O, W = I, V = I resulted in numerical overflow. Increasing the number of shooting points
and using a better approximation finally succeeded in finding the solution (Op den Camp,
1993). The increase of required computational time and memory, however, was enormous and
not acceptable. A close look at the eigenvalues of the local Jacobians of the TPBVP gives an
idea of the causes (see Fig. 5.4).The eigenvalues of the local Jacobians at the shooting points
are computed, using the initial approximation and setting of the weighting matrices as given
above. They vary in time.
eigenvalues A
0.2

I

I

-6000

-4000

-2000

O

2000

WA)

Fig. 5.4:The eigenvalues of the local Jacobians.
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6000
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An ODE system of the form:

x = f(x,t)
which is defined on the intervai [a, bj is said to be stift, in the neighbourhood oÎ a soiution x if
there exists a component of x the variation of which is large compared to [b-al-' (Ascher et al.,
1988). Stiffness can often be directly related to the eigenvalues of the local Jacobian matrix,
i.e. to the situation where
(5.6)

K (b - a) << - 1

;

K = min(Re(hi))

It is obvious that Eq. (5.6) is fidfilled when not using enough shooting points. In that case, the
TPBVP is considered to be stiff Uniform scaling of the weighting matrices did not result in a
less stiff TPBVP.
MUSN uses an explicit Runge-Kutta formula based on a fourth- and fifth-order Fehlberg
scheme. The number of internal points at which a solution is computed is fixed to 4. Explicit
schemes tend to have rather limited absolute stability regions (Ascher et al., 1988). Not only
the IVP is unstable, but the used integration scheme is unstable too, when not using enough
shooting points. Numerical overflow is the result. Computing a solution at more internal points
and thus decreasing the stepsize h results in a decrease of the truncation error but in an
increase of the rounding error.
The TPBVP described in Section 4.2 was solved with RMUSN, using the same integration
routine as implemented in MUSN. Assuming that the tuning of the problem discussed in
Section 4.2 is optimal, gives a rough idea of the number of necessary shooting points to
prevent numerical overflow. The length of the shooting interval (b-a) in Section 4.2 was 0.01
and K was approximately -200. With K approximately -5000 for this problem, the maximum
length of the shooting interval (b-a) becomes 4.0e-4 and 2500 shooting points are required.
5.4 Solving the TPBVP with RMUSN

RMUSN offers the possibility to implement different integration packages. Using a
package suited to solve stiff problems would result in a stable integration method with less
shooting points necessary. The IVP, however, still remains highly unstable and many shooting
points are necessary anyway. The strategy used to compute a solution with RMUSN seems
quite simple. The iteration starts with a high tolerance imposed ~n the solution ofthe IVP at
the end of the shooting interval. In practice this means using the Euler scheme of Eq. (5.7)
with the stepsize h equal to the length of the shooting interval. This strategy prevents the
accumulation of truncation errors and rounding errors to cause overflow.
(5.7)

x(t + h) = x(t) + hf(x,t)

..
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Fig. 5.5 : The eigenvalues of the local Jacobians.
The iteration process is continued with a lower tolerance, until the required solution is
obtained (Fig. 5.6). The finally used integration method is based on the method implemented in
MUSN. However, the number of internal points at which a solution is computed is fixed to O.
In this case convergence is obtained and the solution of the problem results in a less stiff set of
ODE'S.This will not hold in general for all problems. Increasing the number of shooting points
is inevitable. However, the maximum number of shooting points is restricted by the machine
accuracy and of course the available memory.
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Fig. 5.6: Some estimated quantities.
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Starting the iteration process with a high tolerance and finishing with a low tolerance is in
general applicable in order to decrease the required computational time. It is successfully
applied to the problems solved in Section 3.4. and Chapter 4.
5.5 Rssülts

The simulated measurements, used in this Chapter were generated with the model given in
Appendix B. The confined compression modulus H was equal to 2 and the permeability K was
equal to 1. The multiple shooting code RMLJSN succeeded in finding correct estimates on the
basis of a worse initial estimate of K and H (see Fig. 5.3) within reasonable time. Solving the
same problem with MUSN, using more shooting points (1001) resulted in numerical overflow.
The results are tabulated below.
Results:
initial approximation KO:
initial approximation HO:
number of shooting points:
number of performed iterations:
required time [min.]:

MUSN

RMUSN

4
4
1001

4
4
40 1
70
8.0

-

7.3e-11
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is obvious that the applicability of optimal estimation is closely related to the solvability
of the two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP). It showed that multiple shooting is a
he!pfii! tool in solviag the TPBVP. Tbis conclusion, however, is based on the results obtained
with the multiple shooting code RMüSN. Experiments showed that MUSN is not robust and is
slow compared to RMUSN. The judgement of methodologies incorporated in a program based
on results obtained with this program is dangerous. Inefficient programming and programming
errors might result in an unjust rejection of the method. A judgement of the program is also
required. It is obvious that developing methods and efficiently implementing the methods in a
program require their own expertise.
Experiments with RMUSN showed that efficient solving of a TPBVP depends on the
available knowledge of the TPBVP and the method used to solve the TPBVP. The chance of a
black-box approach resulting in finding a good solution is minimal. This will hold more
generally for other TPBVP solvers.
The strategy discussed in Chapter 5 to solve a stiff unstable boundary value problem is in
general applicable, but will not always succeed in finding the solution. In general, multiple
shooting is not suited to solve highly stiff and unstable boundary value problems. These
problems require many shooting points, resulting in an unacceptable increase of the necessary
amount of memory and computational time. Another restriction is the number of ordinary
differential equations. An increase of the number of ordinary differential equations results also
in an enormous increase of required memory and computational time. The required
computational time depends also on the time required to evaluate the right-hand side of the set
of ODE'S. The restrictions mentioned are related to the available memory and the speed of the
computer on which the computations are performed. Breaking up complex systems described
by many first order differential equations in subsystems, reduces the number of first order
differential equations. RMüSN can efficient be applied to these subsystems. However, this
strategy imposes strong demands on the number of measured quantities.
The larger amount of memory needed by RMUSN compared to MUSN is mainly due to
the necessary amount of memory to store the PLU-decomposition of a band matrix. It is
possible to decrease this amount, using a PLU-decomposition of a block-diagonal matrix. The
performed experiments did not gave rise to the conclusion that implementation of the stable
linear equation solver according to Mattheij and Staarink (1987) is necessary.
Optimal estimation is successflnlly used to track model errors, whish is an importarit aspect
of the estimation method. Improving the model, on the basis of residuals is possible.
Recognising structural errors such as friction is usually based on the available knowledge about
those topics. A more structured approach is required. Developing a knowledge based system
should be considered. This knowledge based system or filter should be able to recognise
structural errors using the residuals and the other estimated quantities.

~
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Conclusions and recommendations

At this moment, it is not possible to relate the properties, e.g. stiffness of the TPBVP
exactly to the corresponding identification model. This remains a point of further investigation.
i n Chapter 5 the number of necessary shooting points is related to the stiffness of the TPBVP.
This approach gives a rough idea of the number of necessary shooting points. Further
investigation should result in rules to optimally tune the parameters of the multiple shooting
code.

Appendix A
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MUSN, THE NEWTON ITERATION
This appendix describes a simplified algorithm of the modified non-linear equation solver
actually implemented in the multiple shooting code MUSN. The aim is to find the solution of a
set of non-linzar ecjuations, i.e. F(x) = ‘2. APJSN ifisorporztes 2 mzrching tech-nkpe t~
compute the solution of the linear system J(x) E, = - F(x) in an efficient and stable way (see
Mattheij and Staarink, 1987). This is denoted with the hat above the characters.

xo known,

A-’= i, ho= i, p = O, jac = i, j = O,

i o = -i(x”-%(x”,

50

= f@),

if llE,oll < tol then {solution found, end},
2

(1) xJ+1=x’+hJc’,

if jac = 1
then
else

{
{

ij+l

= -j(xj+l

1-l ~ ( x ~ + l ) }

e j + l = -j(xk)-l

e(xj+l

)},

= f(Sjt1)

then {if

and h’ = 1 then (jac = i},

~ ~ ~ J <0.611~’(12
+ 1 ~ ~ 2

if AJ = A’-’ and p = 0
then {AJ” = min(i,
else
if

w)}

{XJ+’ = AJ,p = O},

l <J+’l/<2 tol

then {solution found, end},

if j 2 max then {solution not found, end},

j:= j+i}
else

{~J:=+~j,p=i,

if A’ < O. 007 then {solution not found, end},
if jac = 1 then {k = j, jac = O}},
goto (1)
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CONFINED COMPRESSION, THE MODEL

The test problem studied in Chapter 5 consists of 3 elements and 4 displacement and
pressure nodes (see Fig. B.l). The balance of mass and the balance of momentum can be
formulated in terms of Eq. (5.1) using:

I

u

node

s , = p,=o
Fig. B. 1 : Modelling the experiment.
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